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Abstract Logical pluralism is the view that there is more than one correct logic. A

key objection to logical pluralism is that it collapses into monism. The core of the

Collapse Objection is that only the pluralist’s strongest logic does any genuine

normative work; since a logic must do genuine normative work, this means that the

pluralist is really a monist, who is committed to her strongest logic being the one

true logic. This paper considers a neglected question in the collapse debate: what is

it for a logic to do genuine normative work? As well as having wider upshot for the

connection between logic and normativity, grappling with this question provides a

new response to the Collapse Objection on behalf of the pluralist. I suggest that we

should allow logics to generate pro tanto reasons in a way that bears not just on

combinations of attitudes but on how an agent’s attitudes are based on one another.

This motivates adopting normative principles that allow the pluralist’s weaker

logics to earn their normative keep. Rather than being ad hoc, these principles

capture a sense in which good reasoning goes beyond the consistency of an agent’s

attitudes. Good reasoning is also concerned with how an agent’s attitudes are based

on one another.

Keywords Logical pluralism � Collapse objection � Normativity � Reasoning �
Reasons � Basing

Logical pluralism is the view that there is more than one correct logic (Beall &

Restall, 2006). Recently, several authors have argued against pluralism on the
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grounds that it collapses into monism (Priest, 2006; Read, 2006; Keefe, 2014; Stei,

2020). The core of the Collapse Objection is that only the pluralist’s strongest logic

does genuine normative work.1 Since a logic must do genuine normative work, the

putative pluralist is really a monist, who is committed to her strongest logic being

the one true logic.2 Pluralists have responded in various ways, including: embracing

contextualism about attributions of validity (Caret 2016); denying that logic is

normative (Russell, 2017; Blake-Turner and Russell 2018); and denying that logic is

topic neutral (Kouri Kissel & Shapiro, 2017). In this paper, I do three things. First,

in Sect. 1, I formulate the Collapse Objection in a way that highlights a question

that has been neglected in the debate: what is it for a logic to do genuine normative

work? Both proponents and opponents of the Collapse Objection implicitly assume

that genuine normative work must be cashed out in terms of all-or-nothing notions,

such as entitlement or obligation. Rejecting this assumption paves the way for the

Collapse Objection to be resisted by allowing a logic to do genuine normative work

that is nondecisive, for instance by generating pro tanto reasons. Second, in Sect. 2,

I investigate more generally what it is for a logic to do genuine normative work. I

give considerations independent of the Collapse Objection for broadening our

normative horizons along three dimensions. First, given the importance of reasons

throughout our normative lives, we should consider pro tanto normative contribu-

tions as well as all-or-nothing ones. Second, I highlight an underdiscussed kind of

principle connecting logic to normativity. Basing principles concern not combina-

tions of attitudes, but how an agent’s attitudes are based on one another. This kind

of normative contribution is warranted because good reasoning has to do not only

with how an agent’s attitudes cohere with one another, but also how her attitudes are

supported by one another. Third, taking seriously the motivations of nonclassical

logicians suggest that we should consider the normative upshot of logical facts

about invalidity, as well as validity. Finally, in Sects. 3 and 4, I revisit the Collapse

Objection in light of this discussion. I suggest two promising principles (couched in

terms of reasons and basing) for the pluralist. I argue that adopting at least one of

these principles allows the pluralist to resist collapse. A pluralist’s weaker logics

can earn their normative keep by making a difference to what reasons an agent has,

even if they don’t make a difference to what she is entitled or obligated to believe.

1 The collapse objection

Here is the Collapse Objection in its most general form.

(1) WORK. All logics do genuine normative work.

1 Bueno and Shalkowski (2009) argue for the modal, rather than the normative, collapse of Beall and

Restall’s pluralism. While Bueno and Shalkowski raise an interesting challenge for logical pluralism, I

focus here solely on the problem that stems from logic’s connection to normativity.
2 The provenance of the objection is somewhat hard to pin down. Beall and Restall (2006,94, n. 7)

attribute it to Gary Kemp and Stephen Read. Read (2006) credits the original version of the challenge to a

manuscript of Priest’s, published as (Priest, 2001). Stei (2020, 421) traces a similar objection to

Williamson (1988, 112).
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(2) ONLY ONE WORKS. One and only one logic does genuine normative work.

(3) Therefore, there is one and only one logic.

According to WORK, a logic must make a genuine normative difference to agents.

It’s agreed on all sides that there are different things we might call ‘‘consequence

relations’’, which we can define semantically or proof-theoretically. The point of

contention is whether more than one of these is a genuine logic, rather than a mere

piece of mathematical machinery. For a logic, K, to be a genuine logic in this sense,

K must do genuine normative work: the K-validity (or K-invalidity) of an argument

must make a genuine normative difference to what an agent believes or does.

WORK is consistent with a wide variety of positions about the source of logic’s

normative significance. It might be that what it is to be a logic is to be normative

(Field, 2009a). Or it might be that a logical theory comes with bridge principles that

determine normative consequences given facts about validity and invalidity

(MacFarlane, 2004; Steinberger, 2019a). Finally, a logic might do genuine

normative work not because the logic itself is normative, but because logical facts

have normative upshot when coupled with general background epistemic principles

(Russell, 2017; Blake-Turner & Russell, 2018).3

This construal of the Collapse Objection is deliberately idiosyncratic. It focuses

our attention on a question: what is it for a logic to do genuine normative work?

This question deserves more attention than it has been given in the collapse

literature. Both friends and foes of collapse tend to assume one particular

conception of genuine normative work. After articulating that conception and

explaining how it leads to collapse, I will argue that we should broaden our

normative horizons to consider more inclusive notions of normative work. Doing so

both shifts the collapse debate to more productive territory, and makes room for a

new pluralist response to the Collapse Objection.

Before getting to that, however, I’m going to make two assumptions to ease

exposition. First, I assume that the pluralist endorses a set of logics, L, with the

following structure: one of the logics in L is strictly strongest.4 This assumption is

warranted both because leading pluralists endorse logics with that structure (Beall &

Restall, 2006), and because variants of the Collapse Objection can be pressed

against pluralists whose logics are differently structured (Keefe, 2014; Stei, 2020).

Second, I assume that the pluralist endorses only two logics: a strictly strongest

logic, and a weaker one. It is easy to generalize the Collapse Objection to more

logics. For concreteness, I suppose that the pluralist’s strictly strongest logic is

3 See Stei (2019) for an argument that even views that eschew logic’s normativity are vulnerable to

collapse.
4 Ki is the strictly strongest logic in L just in case: Ki 2 L and for any other Kj 2 L, for all sets of

sentences, C, and sentences, a: (a) if C�Kj
a, then C�Ki

a; and (b) for some D; b, D�Ki
b and D2Kj

b.

Informally, the strictly strongest logic validates all, but not only, the arguments that the other logics

validate. (I’ll use ‘‘C�Ka’’ to mean that the argument from the set of premises, C, to the conclusion, a, is

K-valid. The double turnstile is just a piece of notation: I assume nothing here about the priority of model-

theoretic construals of consequence.)
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(propositional) classical logic, CL, and that she also endorses (propositional)

relevance logic, R.5

To understand the Collapse Objection, we need to be more precise about what it

is for a logic to do genuine normative work. Proponents and opponents of the

Collapse Objection alike implicitly construe such work in all-or-nothing terms, that

is in terms of entitlements or obligations. Here are a few representative quotations

(original emphasis).6

[S]uppose. . . we know that [the premises of a valid argument are] true. . .
Should we, or should we not conclude that [the conclusion] is true? (Read,

2006, 194–195)

[A]re we, or are we not, entitled to accept [the conclusion of an argument]?

Either we are, or we are not: there can be no pluralism about this (Priest, 2006,

203).

[T]here is a single relation which tracks the preservation of entitlement, and

you can’t be a pluralist about that (Beall & Restall, 2006, 94).

[T]here cannot be many conflicting ways that we should reason (Keefe 2014,

1379).

These authors differ in various respects. But they agree on taking the crucial

normative issue with respect to the Collapse Objection to be an all-or-nothing

notion: an entitlement or an obligation.7 More precisely:

ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK. A logic does genuine normative work if

and only if it makes an all-or-nothing normative difference: a difference to

what an agent is entitled or obligated to do.

There are many different ways of construing ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK, but

it will be helpful to have one to focus on. Consider the following principle (Caret,

2016, 9; Stei, 2020, 426).

OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY. For any logic, K, if C�Ka, then S ought to be such that
she does not both: believe each c 2 C and disbelieve a.

So let’s suppose that a logic makes an all-or-nothing normative difference—and

thereby does genuine normative work—by way of OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY. This will

ease exposition without loss of generality.8

5 There are many logics that go by the name ‘‘relevance’’ or ‘‘relevant’’ logic. For influential expositions

see Anderson and Belnap (1976), Anderson et al. (1992). I’ll use ‘‘R’’ to refer to the relevance logic

endorsed by Beall and Restall (2006).
6 Given the context-sensitivity of deontic modals, we need to assume an implicit contextual restriction,

such as ‘‘According to the rational dictates of logic.’’
7 This agreement is almost universal among those who discuss the Collapse Objection. The only

exception I’m aware of is Steinberger (2019a, 2). However, while he explicitly mentions the possibility

that logics generate pro tanto reasons, his argument only focuses on all-or-nothing notions.
8 It will take some work to see how this supposition does not exclude views that eschew bridge principles

like OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY (Russell, 2017; Blake-Turner & Russell, 2018). I can’t do that work here, but

see Stei (2019) to get a sense of how it will go.
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Now that we have a handle on what it is for a logic to do genuine normative

work, we can see how friends of the Collapse Objection argue for ONLY ONE WORKS.

They claim that the pluralist’s weaker logic, R, does no genuine normative work.

There are two cases to consider. R can do genuine normative work either when it

agrees with CL about an argument’s validity, or when it disagrees with CL about an

argument’s validity.9

The logics agree. Consider any argument that is R-valid, say: fP;P ! Qg�RQ.10

Since CL is the strictly strongest logic, that argument is also CL-valid:

fP;P ! Qg�CLQ. By OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY, both R and CL generate an obligation

for an agent to be such that she doesn’t both believe the premises and disbelieve the

conclusion. But obligations don’t stack: only one of them is normatively

efficacious.11 Which one? Well, as we’re about to see, only CL does work when

the logics disagree. So, by applying a normative razor and declining to proliferate

sources of normativity, we also let CL do the work when the logics agree. Hence,

R does no genuine normative work.

The logics disagree. Since CL is the strictly strongest logic, disagreement must

involve an argument’s CL-validity and R-invalidity. Consider in particular the

argument from P to Q _ :Q, which is CL-valid but R-invalid. Suppose the pluralist

believes that P. By OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY and the CL-validity of the argument, the

pluralist ought either to give up her belief that P, or not disbelieve that Q _ :Q. So

CL makes a difference to what the pluralist ought to do; it does genuine normative

work. R, however, makes no normative difference whatsoever: OUGHTS FROM

VALIDITY determines that a logic, K, has normative upshot only if an argument is K-

valid. But the argument is not R-valid. Hence, R does no genuine normative work.

Generalizing the preceding line of thought yields a more thorough argument for

the collapse of logical pluralism:

(1) WORK. All logics do genuine normative work.

(1.1) ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK. A logic does genuine normative work if

and only if it makes an all-or-nothing normative difference: a difference to

what an agent is entitled or obligated to do.

9 Extant versions of the Collapse Objection focus exclusively on cases where the logics disagree. This is

a mistake. Just because the logics agree doesn’t mean that only one of them does genuine normative work.

I’ll argue for this in Sect. 3.
10 Since OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY is silent when an argument is K-invalid, set aside the case where the

logics agree on the invalidity of an argument. But see n. 36.
11 This is a little quick. It might be normatively important that I have multiple grounds for one and the

same obligation. For example, I’ve promised both Amari and Bakari to go to the party. If, say, Amari

relieves me of my obligation, I’m still obligated to go in virtue of my promise to Bakari. And if neither

relieves me, they both have a claim on my going.

This is right, but I’m going to set it aside for present purposes. There are tricky issues in thinking

through whether the analogy carries over to logic. But, to the extent that it does, this only helps my case:

it’s another potential source of genuine normative work both to be considered in general and for pluralists

to draw on when resisting the Collapse Objection.
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(1.2) Whether the pluralist’s logics agree or disagree, only the strongest logic

makes an all-or-nothing normative difference.

(2) ONLY ONE WORKS. One and only one logic does genuine normative work.

(3) Therefore, there is one and only one logic.

Making explicit the structure of the argument highlights the important role that a

particular conception of genuine normative work is playing. ALL-OR-NOTHING

NORMATIVE WORK is usually left implicit and so escapes scrutiny. At the very least,

friends of the Collapse Objection need to make a case for it, which they have not yet

done.12 Moreover, it’s worth exploring the normative landscape independently of

concerns about collapse. Does OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY exhaust what it is for a logic to

do genuine normative work? After exploring this general question in Sect. 2, I’ll return

to the Collapse Objection in Sect. 3. There I’ll suggest two normative principles that

are promising for the pluralist. Adopting either principle allows her weaker logic to do

genuine normative work in a way that buttresses pluralism against collapse.

2 Broadening our normative horizons

Why think that logic has anything to do with normativity at all? A very natural and

widely accepted answer is that logic is centrally bound up with reasoning, which is a

normative enterprise (Priest, 2006, 191–192, 196). There are right and wrong, better

and worse, ways of reasoning. A logic—a genuine logic and not just a piece of

mathematics—has upshot for that.13

With this broad motivation in mind, let’s revisit OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY.

OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY. For any logic, K, if C�Ka, then S ought to be such that

she does not both: believe each c 2 C and disbelieve a.

There are three dimensions along which we might vary OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY when

thinking about what it is for a logic to do genuine normative work.14

12 In Sect. 4, I consider a case for ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK on behalf of the friend of collapse.
13 There are important differences with respect to how this might work, for instance by guiding agents in

deliberation, or by serving as standards of correctness for reasoning (Steinberger, 2019b). But we can set

them aside here.

It’s worth stressing that, as mentioned in Sect. 1, I am neutral about how logic has normative upshot in

general, and for reasoning in particular. Hence, the present discussion is compatible with the claim that a

logic only has upshot for reasoning when combined with background normative principles (Russell, 2017;

Blake-Turner & Russell, 2018). There are those who deny that logic has any bearing on reasoning at all.

Harman (1986) is usually interpreted this way, though I suspect that Harman’s position is better put as:

logic has no special upshot for reasoning. What that means, and whether it is a good reading of Harman,

are matters for another occasion. For now, let’s develop the debate as one among the many who think

that, in some way or other, logic has an important connection to the normative enterprise of reasoning.
14 These are not the only dimensions along which we might further explore the normative upshot of logic.

Others include: logic has normative upshot only when a claim about consequence is known or believed by

an agent (MacFarlane, 2004), or when a claim about consequence is obvious (Field, 2009b); logic’s

normative upshot is not for patterns of beliefs and disbeliefs but for credences (Field, 2009b) or perhaps

includes other doxastic attitudes like suspension; and so on.
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First, we might vary the normative notion. Second, we might vary the object of

that normative notion. Third, we might vary which logical facts are taken into

account. Let’s consider each possibility in turn.

2.1 Reasons-related principles

There is more to normative life than all-or-nothing notions. In addition to

entitlements and obligations, the normative landscape is comprised of pro tanto

reasons that can be weighed and balanced.15 Although I ought not eat a second piece

of cake, I have a reason to do so: it’s delicious. If we focus just on what I ought to

do, we exclude an important part of the normative landscape. It matters, normatively

speaking, that I have a reason to eat the second piece of cake. Among other things, it

makes it appropriate for me to have attitudes that it might otherwise be

inappropriate to have (Dancy, 2004, 4–6). For instance, I might appropriately feel

a tinge of regret at not having had less to eat earlier, even as I dutifully refrain from

eating the second piece of cake. If the cake were not delicious and I lacked any

reason to eat the second piece, my regretful attitude would not be appropriate in this

way.

Thus one way of changing OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY is to deploy a pro tanto notion

(reason) rather than an all-or-nothing one (ought). For instance:

REASONS FROM VALIDITY. For any logic, K, if C�Ka, then S has a reason to be

such that she does not both: believe each c 2 C and disbelieve a.

When thinking about what it is for a logic to do genuine normative work, two

considerations count in favor of reasons-related principles like REASONS FROM

VALIDITY. The first consideration is broad. As mentioned, reasons play an important

role in our normative lives in general and so we need an argument for banning

reasons from the part of our normative lives to which logic is relevant.16

The second consideration is specific to logic. Consider the preface paradox

(Makinson, 1965; Ryan, 1991). Let D be the set of claims in the body of your book,

and let b be their conjunction. By OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY and the fact that D�b, you

ought either to stop believing at least one d 2 D, or not disbelieve b.17 When you

check the claims in your book, each one seems true and your belief in it is

confirmed. But you also believe that you are fallible and that you, like the authors

that have gone before you, have made a false claim somewhere in your book. That

is, you believe :b. Assuming that believing :b is tantamount to disbelieving b, you

violate OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY: you believe each d 2 D and yet disbelieve b.18

15 I do not mean to suggest that this exhausts the normative landscape. Nor do I take a stand on the

prospects of reducing the all-or-nothing notions to reasons, or vice versa. Furhtermore, I will assume that

‘‘ought’’ is not pro tanto: it always picks out an all-or-nothing obligation.
16 In Sect. 4, I consider an objection: logics do generate reasons, but that is not genuine normative

work—the kind of normative difference that a logic must make to count as a genuine logic.
17 Even very weak logics like FDE validate conjunction introduction (Omori and Wansing, 2017).
18 The assumption is not uncontroversial, but we needn’t get bogged down in that here. See Priest (2006,

103–115) for discussion.
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There are many ways one might diagnose the problem with the preface paradox

(Kaplan, 1996, 112–121; Christensen, 2004, 33–68). But a very natural thought is

that OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY is the culprit. One need not abandon the principle

altogether, but merely exclude preface cases from its scope. Grant this for the sake

of argument. OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY misfires in preface cases and fails to generate

an obligation.19 Hence, you can be perfectly within your rational rights to believe

each of the claims in your book while disbelieving their conjunction. Still, there is

some normative pressure not to disbelieve the conjunction; if there were no

normative pressure against disbelieving the conjunction at all, it’s hard to see how

the paradox could be compelling.

This normative residue is well explained by logic’s providing reasons (MacFar-

lane, 2004). The fact that b is a consequence of D provides a reason not to disbelieve

b.20 Even if this reason is outweighed by strong countervailing considerations—

your fallibility, a large body of inductive evidence, and so on—the reason generated

by logic explains the normative pressure not to disbelieve the conjunction of the

claims of your book; it also licenses the unease you feel in so disbelieving.

2.2 Basing principles

Recall:

OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY. For any logic, K, if C�Ka, then S ought to be such that

she does not both: believe each c 2 C and disbelieve a.

Let’s hold fixed, for the time being, the normative notion as an ‘‘ought.’’ We might

nonetheless explore another dimension of genuine normative work by varying the

object of the normative notion. Let me explain.

OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY’s normative notion applies to being in a certain kind of

state: believing each of the premises of a valid argument while at the same time

disbelieving the conclusion. OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY is thus a combinatorial
principle. It precludes the agent from having a certain combination of attitudes. I

19 Beall and Restall (2006, 16–17) themselves instead suggest that the preface paradox involves an

epistemic dilemma. To the extent that this handling of preface cases is adequate, it undermines the

argument for logic’s generating reasons that I am about to make. There are two issues with Beall and

Restall’s solution to the preface paradox, however. First, it is a general desideratum of our normative

theories that they avoid positing dilemmas. This is not a fixed point, but we should avoid positing

dilemmas in the absence of alternative solutions (of which there are many for the preface paradox).

Second, Beall and Restall (2006, 17) write as though logic’s normative upshot in preface cases is

overridden by the considerations against believing b: ‘‘[t]he normativity of logical consequence remains,

even if in this circumstance it is trumped by other norms.’’ This certainly chimes with most intuitive

verdicts, but it is hard to see how, if logic’s normativity is ‘‘trumped’’ in preface cases, they are instances

of genuine dilemmas. The trumping talk is better accounted for by saying that there is strong normative

pressure (from logic) to believe b, but this pressure is outweighed by the inductive and other pressure

against believing b. But that is precisely to couch logic’s normative upshot in pro tanto terms, as I am

about to recommend.
20 Assume that, in the preface case, the following way of satisfying the wide-scope REASONS FROM

VALIDITY is rationally unavailable: giving up a belief in at least one d. For discussion on wide-scope

normative principles, see Greenspan (1975), Broome (1999), Schroeder (2004), Lord (2014).
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suggest that, in broadening our normative horizons, we should also consider basing
principles. For example:

OUGHTS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY. For any logic, K, if C�Ka, then S ought to be

such that: if she believes each c 2 C, then she bases a belief in a on her beliefs

in each c 2 C.21

This principle says, roughly, that an agent ought not believe each of the premises of

a valid argument without at the same time basing a belief in the conclusion on those

premise-beliefs. Thus, rather than applying to a combination of attitudes, the

principle applies to how an agent’s attitudes are based on one another.

As it stands, OUGHTS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY is not very plausible. Suppose some

of my beliefs, fP1. . .Png, entail a conclusion, Q. It seems that I needn’t go wrong in

failing to base a belief in Q on my beliefs in P1. . .Pn.22 Perhaps the conclusion is

extremely complicated and it doesn’t make sense to think that I ought to believe it at

all. Or perhaps I already believe the conclusion on other conclusive grounds,

fPnþ1. . .Pnþmg.

Although the specific principle is suspect, the move to basing principles in

general is well motivated. One thing involved in reasoning is ensuring that our

attitudes hang together in a coherent way. OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY—the principle we

started with and that is assumed in the collapse debate—certainly speaks to this, as it

prohibits inconsistent combinations of attitudes. But reasoning involves more than

this. It also involves considering how our attitudes are based on one another. When I

reason well, I don’t just end up at an attitude that is consistent with my other

attitudes; I end up with an attitude that is supported by my other attitudes.

21 Unlike the other principles, I’ve construed the claim within the scope of the normative notion as a

conditional. I intend this to be a material conditional, such that OUGHTS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY is

equivalent to: ‘‘For any logic, K, if C�Ka, then S ought to be such that she does not both: believe each

c 2 C and fail to base a belief in a on her beliefs in each c 2 C.’’ The formulation in the main text has the

advantage of avoiding the awkward-to-parse ‘‘does not. . . fail to base a belief.’’ Similar remarks will

reply to the formulation of REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY in Sect. 3.

Non-basing principles admit variation with respect to their polarity (MacFarlane, 2004; Field, 2009b)

That is, positive non-basing principles have the agent believing a, whereas negative non-basing principles

have the agent not disbelieving a. These are importantly different because I am able not to disbelieve a by

suspending judgment about a, but I cannot thereby believe a. Basing principles admit of a similar

distinction. OUGHTS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY is a positive principle: it concerns basing a belief in a. We

could formulate a negative version of the principle as follows: for any logic, K, if C�Ka, then S ought to

be such that she does not both: believe each c 2 C, and base a disbelief in a on her beliefs in each c 2 C.

While this principle would avoid the issues with OUGHTS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY I’m about to raise, it

won’t ultimately help the pluralist. All the normative work would still be done by the strongest logic.

Nonetheless, further discussion of polarity, and other dimensions of normative variation, is warranted in a

more systematic investigation of basing principles than I can give here.
22 In order to ease exposition I will occasionally, as here, be sloppy about the normative upshot of wide-

scope principles. Strictly, OUGHTS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY has me go wrong either in failing to base a

belief in Q on my beliefs in P1. . .Pn or in not giving up one of my beliefs in P1. . .Pn. All the principles I

consider here, including those in Sect. 3 that I suggest the pluralist should adopt, are officially wide scope

in formulation. Hence, there will be multiple ways of abiding by them, even if I do not always flag that in

the main text.
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Reasoning correctly can ensure our attitudes are properly based (Boghossian, 2014;

McHugh & Way, 2018; Neta, 2019).23

OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY does not speak to this aspect of reasoning at all. Suppose I

believe that P and believe that P ! Q. Suppose also that my evidence for them is so

overwhelming that I ought not give either of them up. Then, given both the CL- and

R-validity of modus ponens, to satisfy OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY I ought not disbelieve

that Q. In fact I come to believe that Q and so am as I ought to be: believing that

Q can be a way of not disbelieving that Q.24 But notice that OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY

is completely silent about how satisfy it. I satisfy OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY just as well

whether I conclude that Q by an application of modus ponens, or whether I come to

believe it as a result of a bump on the head.

I don’t mean this to be a decisive case against OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY. But the

principle leaves out an important aspect of reasoning: basing our attitudes on one

another. So, to the extent that a logic ought to speak to reasoning, we should take

seriously the possibility that the logic has normative upshot not just for how an

agent’s attitudes hang together in the combinatorial sense, but for how they are

based on one another. In Sect. 3, I’ll suggest more promising basing principles than

OUGHTS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY. The point to underscore here is that basing

principles are a well motivated way of broadening our conception of what it is for a

logic to do genuine normative work.

One might object, however, that even if basing is an important aspect of

reasoning, it’s not the work of a deductive logic to provide a full theory of

reasoning. Perhaps basing is the purview of a theory of justification or an inductive

logic. Let me say two things by way of reply. First, considering basing principles is

compatible with demarcating deductive logics from inductive logics on the grounds

of necessitation.25 And we might think that there’s an important aspect of reasoning

concerned with basing for necessarily truth-preserving inferences. Second, taking

seriously the motivation of nonclassical logicians suggests that it is precisely this

aspect of reasoning that many of them are keen to capture with their consequence

23 Two clarifications. First, reasoning correctly does not guarantee that our attitudes are well grounded or

properly based. But nor does reasoning correctly guarantee that our attitudes are correct: we might have

started from falsehoods. There are complications about what exactly it is for an attitude to be properly

based—that is, correctly based on normative reasons. We can set them aside, but see Turri (2010); Lord

and Sylvan (2019).

Second, and relatedly, we should distinguish structural and substantive basing principles. The former

concern only how attitudes are based on other attitudes, while the latter concern how attitudes are based

on normative reasons—presumably evidence in the case of beliefs. Our focus here is on structural basing

principles. This is because it is not the business of (deductive) logic to weigh in on what makes for good

evidence. Rather, logic’s normative upshot concerns how one’s attitudes relate to one another, both in the

traditional combinatorial sense and in the basing sense that I am highlighting. For more on structural and

substantive principles in contexts other than logic, see Scanlon (2007), Worsnip (2015), Fogal (2019).
24 This is compatible with the point made in n. 21, that believing a is not equivalent to not disbelieving a.

Believing that a is one way of not disbelieving a, but there are others, including: suspending judgment

about a, never having considered a.
25 See Bueno and Shalkowski (2009) for a discussion of necessitation in the context of Beall and

Restall’s Pluralism (Beall & Restall, 2006).
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relations. To see this, let us consider one final neglected dimension of the normative

landscape before revisiting the Collapse Objection.

2.3 Invalidity

Relevance logicians are often explicitly motivated to formulate a consequence

relation that captures a sense in which an argument’s goodness goes beyond mere

truth preservation. In addition, they claim, an argument’s goodness stems in part

from the premises’ supporting the conclusion. As Beall and Restall (2006, 55,

original emphasis) put it, ‘‘the conclusion of a relevantly invalid argument does not

follow from the premises.’’ While the argument from P to Q _ :Q preserves truth, it

is deficient in so far as P provides no support for Q _ :Q. This is reflected in the R-

invalidity of the argument. This is important for two reasons. First, it provides

additional support for bringing basing principles into the discussion of logic’s

normative upshot. An important motivation for relevance logicians is that an

arbitrary premise cannot be a good basis for an arbitrary conclusion, even a logical

truth: the premise is irrelevant to the conclusion.26

Second, and independently of basing, the Beall-and-Restall intuition supports

considering what normative upshot a logic might have due to an argument’s

invalidity. After all, the intuition is that there is something problematic about the

argument from P to Q _ :Q—something that is reflected by its R-invalidity.

Here’s a candidate principle that makes a connection between the invalidity of an

argument and normativity:

OUGHTS FROM INVALIDITY. For any logic, K, if C2Ka, then S ought to be such

that she does not both: believe each c 2 C and believe a.

As it stands, this principle is not plausible. To take just one major problem, OUGHTS

FROM INVALIDITY precludes an agent from having any beliefs that are not logically

entailed by her other beliefs. Banned beliefs include those which are not entailed by

one’s other beliefs, but for which one has extremely strong non-deductive evidence.

Once again, however, the present concern is not the specific principle, but the

broader construal of what it might be for a logic to do genuine normative work.

Relevance logicians are motivated by the defectiveness of the argument from P to

Q _ :Q. This opens the door to countenancing logic’s making a normative

difference from invalidity, as well as validity.

When thinking generally about what it is for a logic to do genuine normative

work, I’ve suggested that we need to broaden our normative horizons. We should

look beyond a principle like to OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY to consider three neglected

dimensions of normative work: reasons-related principles that allow for pro tanto

26 The generalization of this part of the argument to logics other than R is not trivial. Analogous

arguments will have to be made on a logic-by-logic basis. I am cautiously optimistic about these

prospects. Consider how the reasoning might run for intuitionistic logic: intuitionistically invalid

arguments are deficient insofar as there is no demonstration of the conclusion from the premises. The

unavailability of a proof is what, according to the intuitionist, undermines the premises’ ability to be a

good basis for the conclusion. The point deserves further consideration, but that will have to be left to

another occasion.
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normative work; basing principles that involve normative objects other than

combinations of attitudes; and invalidity principles that allow for normative work

when an argument is invalid.27

There is more to be said at this general level of normative exploration. But it is

time for us to return to the Collapse Objection.

3 The collapse objection revisited

From this more inclusive perspective of what it might be for a logic to do genuine

normative work, consider two principles. They are promising candidates for the

pluralist to appeal to in securing genuine normative work for her weaker logic.

REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY. For any logic, K, if C�Ka, then S has a

reason to be such that: if S believes each c 2 C, then S bases a belief in a on

her beliefs in each c 2 C.

REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY. For any logic, K, if C2Ka, then S has a
reason against being such that she both: believes each c 2 C and bases a belief

in a on her beliefs in each c 2 C.

These principles differ from OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY by changing both the normative

notion to a pro tanto one, and the object of the normative notion to something that

involves basing. REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY also changes the condition for

normative upshot to the invalidity of an argument.

The principles have the same general motivations as considered in the last

section. Reasons are important in other normative disciplines (say, ethics and

epistemology), and we should also consider them in philosophy of logic. The move

to reasons is also motivated by particular cases, like the preface paradox. Bringing

in basing is warranted by the background assumption that a genuine logic has an

important connection to reasoning and the fact that reasoning involves how attitudes

are based on one another, and not just whether they are consistent. Finally, both the

move to basing principles and the move to an invalidity principle gain support from

taking seriously a key motivation of relevance logicians: the defectiveness of CL-

valid but R-invalid arguments. This is naturally interpreted as a failure of the

premises to provide an adequate basis for the conclusions of R-invalid arguments.28

Before seeing how these principles can help the pluralist avoid collapse, four

clarifications are in order.

27 To be clear, reasons-related principles have been discussed [by, for instance, Harman (1986, 11–20),

MacFarlane (2004)], but they have not been taken up in the collapse debate. As far as I am aware, neither

basing principles nor invalidity principles have been seriously considered either in the context of collapse,

or in the wider debate about logic and normativity. See Way (2011) for discussion of basing principles in

an ever broader context, however.
28 The interpretation of R-invalid arguments as not providing adequate bases also gains support from the

difficulties of specifying a notion of relevance that can do the duty that relevance logicians require of it.

See, for instance, Lewis’s (1988) criticism of ‘‘relevant implication.’’
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First, the normative object of these principles involves basing a belief in the

conclusion of an argument on its premises. Theorists often focus on inference that

results in forming a new belief. While this is one way of basing a belief in the

conclusion on the premises, inference need not result in a new belief (Harman,

1986, 11–12). It can also involve basing a belief one already has on a new

foundation, as when I perform a piece of reasoning that supports a belief I already

held on different grounds.29 So, whether forming a new belief or basing an already

held belief in a different way, REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY and REASONS

(BASING) FROM INVALIDITY concern not just whether an agent’s attitudes are

consistent, but how they are based on one another.

Second, one might worry that REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY provides reasons

against performing extremely strong pieces of nondeductive reasoning. Consider

inferring that the sun will rise tomorrow on the basis of your beliefs about the past.

The corresponding formalized argument is both CL- and R-invalid. So, granting that

both logics are correct, they generate reasons against basing believing the

conclusion on the premises. This is an acceptable result of REASONS (BASING) FROM

INVALIDITY. The weight of the reasons against basing believing the conclusion on the

premises is presumably outweighed by the inductive evidence that the premises

provide for the conclusion. Moreover, the argument’s CL- and R-invalidity do

indeed tell against basing believing the conclusion on the premises. Despite its

inductive strength, the inference is pro tanto deficient insofar as it is not deductively

valid by the lights of either logic.30

Third, one might worry that both principles generate more reasons for pluralists

than for monists. If an argument is valid or invalid according to both the logics that

a pluralist endorses, does this mean that she has an extra reason with respect to

basing, a reason that the monist lacks? No. The principles are not sensitive to which

logics S endorses, if any. Which logics generate reasons is determined by which

logics are correct, not whether S is a monist or a pluralist.

Fourth and finally, one might worry that REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY

generates reasons where there should be none. Consider that fag�CL;Ra. But surely S
does not thereby have a reason either to base a belief in a on itself or to give up her

29 Harman (1986, 11–20) focuses on cases of giving up a belief in the following way: the agent takes a

conclusion that is entailed by some premises to be absurd, and hence gives up a belief in at least one

premise. But another kind of case of giving up a belief through reasoning is as follows: the agent performs

some reasoning and that convinces her that one of her currently held beliefs is not adequately based on her

other attitudes; thus she gives up the groundless belief.
30 A similar worry arises when the pluralist’s logics disagree: fPg�CLQ _ :Q but fPg2RQ _ :Q.

REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY provides a reason against performing this piece of classically valid

reasoning. Two replies. First, this is feature rather than a bug, given the Beall-and-Restall intuition: ‘‘the

conclusion of a relevantly invalid argument does not from the premises’’ (Beall & Restall, 2006, 55).

There really is something defective with that piece of reasoning: the premise is not an adequate basis for

the conclusion. Second, R and REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY provide no reason against performing

the distinct inference: P; the argument from P to Q _ :Q is valid according to a genuine logic; therefore,

Q _ :Q. Suppose we formalize that as an argument from P and P ! ðQ _ :QÞ to Q _ :Q. That is an R-

valid instance of modus ponens.
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belief in a. A belief cannot be an adequate basis for itself.31 This is a blow to

REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY, but it can be mitigated. A deductive logic, we

have already seen, is not in the business of providing a full theory of reasoning or of

inferential basing. Relevance logicians try to capture a central aspect of deduction,

one to which classical logic is not sensitive. But R is a regimentation and an

idealization. It will not get everything correct. As long as it captures enough of a

central enough aspect of reasoning, this is worth putting up with.32 I will leave the

reader to judge the effectiveness of this reply. For now, let us acknowledge the

potential cost and set it aside to return to the Collapse Objection.

There are choice points for pluralists here: do they accept both REASONS (BASING)

FROM VALIDITY and REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY or just one of them? Do they

abandon OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY or keep it alongside at least one of these new

principles? Because it is most favorable to the friend of collapse, I assume that the

pluralist keeps OUGHTS FROM VALIDITY.33 Even so, adopting either REASONS (BASING)

FROM VALIDITY or REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY provides a way of resisting

collapse.

Recall the subargument that the friend of collapse adduces in favor of ONLY ONE

WORKS.

(1.1) ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK. A logic does genuine normative work if

and only if it makes an all-or-nothing normative difference: a difference to

what an agent is entitled or obligated to do.

(1.2) Whether the pluralist’s logics agree or disagree, only the strongest logic

makes an all-or-nothing normative difference.

(2) Therefore, ONLY ONE WORKS. One and only one logic does genuine

normative work.

The pluralist concedes (1.2), but can contend that ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE

WORK is too narrow. It excludes the normative labor done by reasons, via principles

such as REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY and REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY.

Moreover, when the premises are reformulated to accommodate this broader swath

of normative space, the subargument is no good.

31 Perhaps there are exceptions, such as the belief that one has at least one belief. But these will be rare at

best.
32 Compare: 9xx ¼ x is a logical truth according to classical first-order logic. Many take this to be an

unfortunate artifact of the idealization that a logic must involve, rather than a fatal blow to the logic, or a

surprising discovery of a logical truth (but see Williamson 2017).
33 Another possibility is to adopt different principles for different logics, rather than having each

principle range over all the genuine logics. For instance, one might adopt something like OUGHTS FROM CL
-VALIDITY: if C�CLa, then S ought to be such that she does not both: believe each c 2 C and disbelieve a.

And REASONS (Basing) FROM R -INVALIDITY: if C2Ra, then S has a reason against being such that she both:

believes each c 2 C and bases a belief in a on her beliefs in each c 2 C.
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(1.1*) ECUMENICAL NORMATIVE WORK. A logic does genuine normative work if

and only if it makes an ecumenical normative difference: a difference to

what an agent is entitled to do, obligated to do, or has reason to do.

(1.2*) Whether the pluralist’s logics agree or disagree, only the strongest logic

makes an ecumenical normative difference.

(2) Therefore, ONLY ONE WORKS. One and only one logic does genuine

normative work.

The pluralist accepts this construal of genuine normative work, but contends that

(1.2*) is false. To see this, let’s revisit the cases of logical agreement and

disagreement.

The logics agree. Consider an analogy. I promise to go to your party. I am, other

things equal, thereby obligated to go to your party. If it turns out that Beyoncé is

going to be at your party, that gives me a reason to go to your party that I didn’t

have. But my promising still suffices on its own to obligate me to go to the party; if

Beyoncé cancels, I’m not thereby off the hook for fulfilling my promise. So even

though Beyoncé’s presence doesn’t change the entitlements and obligations I am

under with respect to party going, it still makes an important difference to the

normative situation.

As for Beyoncé, so for the pluralist’s weaker logic.34 If C�Ra, then C�CLa. So the

pluralist is obligated not to believe each of the premises while disbelieving the

conclusion. Grant also that this obligation is due entirely to CL. Nonetheless, the R-

validity of the argument and REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY generate a reason to

believe the conclusion on the basis of the premise-beliefs (or to give up at at least

one premise-belief). It’s true that the CL-validity of the argument and REASONS

(BASING) FROM VALIDITY generate a similar reason, but this does not make R’s

contribution superfluous. A reason to / is not rendered inert by an additional reason

to /.35 So, when the pluralist’s logics agree, even the weaker logic makes a

normative difference by contributing a reason that would not be contributed were

that logic incorrect.36

This is already enough to undermine (1.2*). Recall:

(1.2*) Whether the pluralist’s logics agree or disagree, only the strongest logic

makes an ecumenical normative difference.

So REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY is enough on its own to resist collapse when the

logics agree. Let’s set it to one side for the time being, and consider how REASONS

34 There’s a point of disanalogy worth mentioning. In the case of the party, the obligation and the reason

have the same object: going to the party. When the pluralist’s logics agree, the obligation and the reason

have different objects, since the reason concerns basing rather than combinations of attitudes. Similar

remarks will apply when the logics disagree. These wrinkles can be set aside, because doing so makes no

difference when the logics agree, and favors the friend of collapse when the logics disagree. See n. 37.
35 Perhaps there are cases where this fails to hold (Dancy, 2004). But the case under discussion does not

seem to be one of them.
36 Given REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY, this also holds when the logics agree on an argument’s

invalidity.
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(BASING) FROM INVALIDITY allows the pluralist to resist collapse when the logics

disagree.

The logics disagree. Consider another analogy. I promise to go to your party. I

am, other things equal, thereby obligated to go to your party. I win a ticket to a

Beyoncé concert that is at the same time as your party. That is a reason against

going to your party, but, we can stipulate, not sufficient reason to overturn the

obligation to attend. Nonetheless, the reason makes a normative difference. For

instance, it licenses regret about not being able to attend the concert when I dutifully

attend your party.

Now, consider again: fPg�CLQ _ :Q but fPg2RQ _ :Q. By OUGHTS FROM

VALIDITY and the CL-validity of the argument, the pluralist ought to be such that she

does not both believe that P and disbelieve that Q _ :Q. But REASONS (BASING) FROM

INVALIDITY and the R-invalidity of the argument gives the pluralist a reason against

both believing that P and basing a belief that Q _ :Q on her belief that P. The

reason doesn’t undermine the obligation, nor does it mean that she has to fulfill the

obligation by giving up her belief that P.37 Nonetheless, the reason makes a

normative difference. For instance, it licenses criticism for drawing the conclusion

on the basis of the premise.38 This is exactly the kind of criticism that a relevance

logician might raise. The irrelevance of the premises to the conclusion of a truth-

preserving, but R-invalid, argument provides a reason not to base a belief in the

conclusion on the premises.

Let’s take stock. REASONS (BASING) FROM VALIDITY allows the pluralist’s weaker

logic to make a normative difference when the logics agree. REASONS (BASING) FROM

INVALIDITY allows the weaker logic to make a normative difference when the logics

disagree. Against the backdrop of ECUMENICAL NORMATIVE WORK, if either principle

is correct, then the Collapse Objection is undermined. Although they may need

refining, the principles are not ad hoc. They are instead independently motivated by

the general importance of reasons to normativity, by reasoning’s involving basing,

and by specific considerations that support the adoption of the pluralist’s weaker

logic.

37 There is the possibility of REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY making a difference to what the pluralist

ought to do, even holding fixed CL’s contribution that she ought not both believe that P and disbelieve

that Q _ :Q. Since REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY’s normative object involves basing, it might tip the

scales such that, in addition to not having the banned combination of attitudes, the pluralist ought not, say,

base a belief in Q _ :Q on her belief that P. Or perhaps the pluralist ought to be criticized for basing her

belief in the way that she does. These would be ways for R to do genuine normative work even by the

strict standards of ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK: a reasons-related principle can change what an

agent ought to do if the weight of the reason is strong, or if the countervailing reasons are weak. In the

main text, I argue that, even if the reasons-related principles never make an all-or-nothing difference, this

is still enough for the pluralist’s weaker logic to earn its normative keep.
38 This is another route to the weaker logic making an all-or-nothing normative difference: the weaker

logic’s reason might tip the balance of reasons such that the agent ought to be criticized.
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4 An objection and a reply

The discussion has revealed that the Collapse Objection’s efficacy depends on what

it is for a logic to do genuine normative work. Proponents (and opponents) of the

Collapse Objection have construed genuine normative work as requiring an all-or-

nothing normative difference:

ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK. A logic does genuine normative work if

and only if it makes an all-or-nothing normative difference: a difference to

what an agent is entitled or obligated to do.

I’ve argued that we should instead cast the net of normative significance wider, and

include the contribution a logic might make by way of pro tanto reasons:

ECUMENICAL NORMATIVE WORK. A logic does genuine normative work if and

only if it makes an ecumenical normative difference: a difference to what an

agent is entitled to do, obligated to do, or has reason to do.

As we’ve seen, ECUMENICAL NORMATIVE WORK combines with independently

motivated principles to allow the pluralist’s weaker logic to earn its normative keep.

The increase in dialectical clarity suggests a natural objection to my argument,

however. The objection pushes back on replacing ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE

WORK with ECUMENICAL NORMATIVE WORK. If the only way for a logic to make a

genuine normative difference is by way of all-or-nothing entitlements or obliga-

tions, the Collapse Objection is reinstated. The objector can even grant REASONS

(BASING) FROM VALIDITY and REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY (or other reasons-

related principles). That is, they can admit that logics generate reasons while

insisting that this is not genuine normative work. Making only a pro tanto normative

difference is not enough to distinguish a genuine logic from a piece of mathematics.

If this is what friends of collapse have in mind, then they need to be clear that this

is what they are doing. They need to make the case that a pro tanto normative

difference does not suffice for genuine normative work. In the absence of such a

case, given the general importance of pro tanto reasons to other parts of the

normative landscape, the pluralist is warranted in sticking to ECUMENICAL NORMATIVE

WORK. So there is a dialectical burden that needs to be discharged to make good on

the objection to ECUMENICAL NORMATIVE WORK.

One might think that this burden can be met by drawing on the extant collapse

literature. Read (2006, 195) motivates the Collapse Objection by appealing to the

idea that ‘‘the central question of logic’’ is whether the conclusion of a given

argument is true (given that the premises are true).39 Take a case where CL and R
disagree: C�CLa but C2Ra. CL answers the central question. It tells us that that a is

true, given C. R is silent; it does not answer the central question. Given this, we

should defer to CL, which normatively ‘‘trumps’’ R (Read, 2006, 195). And, we

might extend Read’s argument, CL’s normative dominance with respect to R persists

39 Read attributes the question to Priest (2001). See also Keefe (2014, 1385).
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through any pro tanto contribution of R’s. This is because those contributions are

irrelevant to the central question.

While this line of thought is suggestive, there’s a problem with the appeal to the

central question of logic. It is far from clear either that logic has a single central

question, or if so, that the question is whether the conclusion of a given argument is

true (given that the premises are true). For instance, Priest (2006, 196), a friend of

the Collapse Objection, argues that logic is centrally bound up with the analysis of

reasoning. He adds:

[t]he central purpose of an analysis of reasoning is to determine what follows

from what—what premises support what conclusions—and why.

But the question of what premises support what conclusions is not the same as the

question of what conclusions are true given what premises. This is because the

notion of support must be richer than mere truth preservation. As I argued in Sect. 2,

good reasoning should allow premises to support a conclusion in the sense of being

proper bases for it, rather than just having the premises guarantee the truth of the

conclusion. This is just the kind of consideration that relevance logicians seek to

capture with consequence relations like R. It motivates the clear and intuitive

complaint against an argument from an arbitrary set of sentences to an arbitrary CL-

logical-truth. The premises do not support the conclusion: the premises are not

relevant to the conclusion, and so cannot be an adequate basis for it.

Hence no argument for ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK falls out from an

appeal to the putative central question of logic. Even if logic has one such question,

it’s more plausibly bound up with reasoning than with what is true given some

premises. Reasoning goes beyond mere truth preservation and so opens the door for

the principles that I’ve outlined here.40

This reply is not decisive. It leaves open the possibility of the friend of collapse

making a stronger case for ALL-OR-NOTHING NORMATIVE WORK. Even if such a case is

forthcoming, however, we have made progress by refocusing the collapse debate on

the crucial, but neglected, question of what it takes for a logic to do genuine

normative work. Moreover, answers to that question will have to go beyond OUGHTS

FROM VALIDITY and consider a richer range of possibilities for normative labor.

5 Conclusion

The Collapse Objection charges the logical pluralist with being an unwitting monist.

All logics do genuine normative work, but only the pluralist’s strictly strongest logic

does genuine normative work. So pluralism collapses into monism. Both proponents

and opponents of collapse have assumed an overly narrow conception of what it is

for a logic to do genuine normative work. Independently of the Collapse Objection,

40 Admittedly, the door is most directly opened to basing principles, whether those are couched in terms

of reasons or not. The main point, however, is that the appeal to a central question of logic doesn’t by

itself discharge the burden of explaining why pro tanto differences cannot count as genuine normative

work, given the general importance of reasons throughout the normative landscape.
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we should broaden our normative horizons by considering three neglected

dimensions of normative work: reasons-related principles, basing principles, and

invalidity principles. These dimensions are supported by: the general importance of

reasons to normativity, the fact that reasoning involves basing and not just

consistency, and the intuitive defectiveness with R-invalid arguments that motivates

relevance logicians. Against the backdrop of this more ecumenical normative

landscape, I highlighted two promising principles for the pluralist. If either REASONS

(BASING) FROM VALIDITY or REASONS (BASING) FROM INVALIDITY is correct, then the

pluralist’s weaker logics can earn their keep by doing genuine, albeit pro tanto,

normative work. Rather than damp normative squibs, these logics contribute reasons

that make an important normative difference.
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